
Unified Enpoint Management

The future is mobile. Endpoints continue to advance, employees come and go, and the 
security landscape is in constant flux. IT leadership must therefore rise to the challenge of 
managing a disparate and growing numer of employee endpoints. Pedab Unified 
Endpoint Management (UEM) is a managed security service that manages 
and secures all endpoints, users, apps, content, and data - irrespective of platforms and 
operating systems.

What do we offer
Pedab UEM ensures that employees work efficiently 
and securely, no matter where they are and which 
device they work from. More intelligent devices in the 
workspace - smartphones, tablets, laptops, wearables 
and IoT devices - require intelligent management, easy 
administration and secure access to data. Pedab and 
our partners offer counseling, a flexivle SaaS solution, 
and very fast and efficient UEM support.

What is the value for your company?
 Endpoint management at SaaS solution with  
 flexible pay-as-you-grow price model.
 One management interface across all devices 
 which eases administration of devices when 
 patching, implementing new apps, and 
 updating devices.
 Asset management overview of all the devices 
 used in the company, including smartphones, 

 laptops, tablets, wearables, and IoT solutions.
  Application management in order to control 
 what applications employees can download 
 and use from a tablet or pc. Among others the 
 public sector and retail stores have 
 restrictions.
  Container application management to prevent  
 others from entering e.g. mail programmes and  
 files.
  Very fast and efficient UEM support
 With AI integrated, the solution features 
 cognitive insights, contextual analytics, and 
 cloud-sourced bechmarking capabilities, 
 which help companies keep track of threats 
 and vulnerabilites and assists in creating the   
 correct policies.

Pedab provides IT solutions and services built on infrastructure, software and services from selected vendors to an ecosystem 
of partners and customers. We work with leading technology vendors like IBM, Huawei, Symantec, Micro Focus, Supermicro, 
Informatica and  Clavister. Pedab has offices in nine countries, including Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Estonia, 
Lithuania, Latvia and France. The turnover of the Pedab Group for 2018/19 amounted to EUR 200 million.

Control and secure data on all devices
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How does the solution apply?

Pedab Unified Endpoint Management 
scales from just a few employees to 
thousands of employees. Delivered from 
best-in-class cloud solution powered by 
IBM Maas360®, the solution is fast, 
simple and flexible to deploy. Its open 
platform makes integration with existing 
apps and infrastructure seamless and 
straightforward. Around-the-clock customer 
support and services are available to 
maximize success and a quick return on 
investment.

Welcome to contact:  
Henning Gaalaas, Sales Manager Security, +47 905 31 357, henning.gaalaas@pedab.no www.pedab.no
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IT and security professionals are struggeling to get an overview of the company’s devices. 
Smart IT leaders are turning towards a UEM approach that consolidates the management 
of smartphones, tablets, laptops, desktops, wearables, and IoT devices along with their 
data and apps.


